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1. Introduction
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THE DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT
CONTINUES TO EXPAND AS
ADVANCEMENTS IN
TECHNOLOGY AND
INNOVATION EVOLVE
GLOBALLY.
1.1 Background
The digital environment continues to expand as
advancements in technology and innovation evolve
globally. The educational sector has benefitted greatly
from this digital revolution and continues to evolve. As
education plays a key role in fostering economic growth
and advancements by creating a knowledgeable and
skilled workforce, reaching the wider population is fundamental. Educational innovation and developments in
information and communications technology (ICT) are
crucial to providing new ways for young people to learn,
wherever they are. There is a need for alternative methods
to reach them and set them on the path to employment.
This means that there is an opportunity for creative and
innovative solutions to engage young people, whatever
their educational background, and help them to fulfill
their potential. Furthermore, the current COVID-19
pandemic has forced the traditional modes of learning to
occur digitally, thereby contributing to increased global
demand and serving as a catalyst for promoting digital
learning products. Alongside this growth in the presence
of and access to digital technologies in Africa has been a
proliferation of projects that seek to enhance educational
outcomes by leveraging digital technologies
The providers of digital learning products in the e-learning market can be divided into two categories: those who
provide an e-learning service and those who provide
content. The service category focuses on innovative
e-learning solutions such as e-learning platforms that
provide training or education opportunities for staff or
students. Whereas the content category represents the
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experts making the educational content by providing
materials and content related to a specific educational
subject. Content providers are, for example, education
specialists, subject experts, instructional designers, and
media professionals who produce audiovisual content.
These two categories represent two different groups that
would benefit from platforms such as the Atingi platform. As the demand for digital learning products continues to rise, so does the demand for qualified content
creators. Atingi offers a solution for both. The platform
offers courses to help users be certified in certain areas of
interest while also providing interactive quality content
that ensures users are more knowledgeable and engaging
with said content.
As digital learning products evolve, so does the need for
creative content creation from the audiovisual sector. In
2019, the content provider segment amounted to 60% of
the e-learning market share.1 This is a promising number
for media professionals interested in tapping into the
e-learning market as there is a clear market demand for
content providers in the production of course materials
to provide educational content to students or employees.
Consequently, this study will focus on the content provider perspective.

1

Preeti Wadhwani & Saloni Gankar, Elearning market trends 2020-2026, May 2020.

1.2 Puropose and Objectives
This market study is carried out to create a baseline market
study for digital learning practitioners in Rwanda, implemented by BAG Innovation in collaboration with Type-C
Media and supported by the Rwanda Film Office and the
Promotion of Economy and Employment (Eco-Emploi)
project, a Rwandan-German Development Cooperation
project implemented by Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH and commissioned by the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ).
The general objective and purpose of the market study
are to gain an understanding of the audiovisual sector in
Rwanda and what it needs to become an internationally
competitive production hub of digital learning content.
Therefore, the study has the following specific objectives:
1. Identify international market trends of digital learning production;
2. Understand the current state of the Rwandan audiovisual sector and identify key challenges media professionals face in the sector, as well as its feasibility;
3. Identify key areas for short-term improvement.
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The expected target group of the study is existing companies and start-ups within the Rwandan audiovisual
sector as well as government and education institutions
in Rwanda.

1.3 Methods
The market research has been mainly conducted by desktop research from secondary sources such as websites,
articles, reports, and from collecting qualitative data
from primary sources, including surveys, interviews, and
focus groups, to find out more about the core challenges
faced by the audiovisual industry in Rwanda and identify the key challenges to enable the industry to thrive.
First, market research based on the content of various
company websites, articles, and reports, was conducted
to gain an understanding of digital learning and its production landscape. Second, an online survey was developed and sent out to be filled out by media professionals
in Rwanda between 28 December and 29 January. The
survey aimed to collect the opinions and experiences of
media professionals on the level of content production in
Rwanda, the opportunities of the market, the challenges
they face, and what they believe are hindering them
from gaining international clients. The online survey was

supplemented by in-depth semi-structured interviews
and a focus group discussion with various stakeholders
in the Rwandan audiovisual sector.

1.4 Disposition
This market study is divided into two chapters. The first
chapter covers digital learning production, the media
business production sector, and the international market
trends in digital learning products such as trending formats and products being produced and trends in clients of
digital learning products. The second chapter focuses on
the market potential for the media production business
sector in Rwanda by first looking at the sector’s status
quo, what practices are common, and what challenges
are faced to analyze the market potential for the country.
This chapter will be concluded with suggestions on key
areas for short-term improvement and suggestions on
target markets and countries that media professionals
within the sector should keep an eye on. The study will
be finished with concluding remarks based on all the
findings made while writing the report.
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2. Digital Learning Production
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BY 2026, THE DIGITAL
LEARNING INDUSTRY
IS ESTIMATED TO BE
WORTH USD 374.3 BILLION,
ACCORDING TO THE GLOBAL
MARKET INSIGHTS REPORT.
2.1 Digital Learning Definition
Digital learning, also referred to as e-learning, describes
all types of learning and training facilitated by the use of
technology outside of the traditional classroom setting.
It is a flexible practice that allows students to learn from
a distance with the ability to control the time or pace of
learning.2
Digital learning enables teaching and learning without
the physical element and differs from the conventional
way of learning as it provides a wider range of modes for
students to learn from. Digital learning comes in many
forms and can be understood differently depending
on whom one asks. In this study, digital learning has
been categorized into forms and formats. Forms of
digital learning are how the learning is provided, such
as blended or web-based learning. Whereas the digital
format focuses on the media element that delivers the
digital learning content.
Examples of digital learning forms are Web-based
training, Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs), Online
courses, Blended learning, Open Educational Resources
(OER), Game-based learning, Webinars, Virtual classrooms, Microlearning, and Mobile learning (s. Appendix
I: Digital Learning Definitions).
Examples of digital learning formats are Animations,
Explainer Videos, Tutorial Videos, and documentaries.

2

Marc J Rosenburg, E-Learning: Strategies for Delivering Knowledge in the
Digital Age 2001, p. 28.
http://www.common-sense-training.de/eLearning-Basics_EN/content/index.html#/
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2.2 Benefits of Digital Learning and How
Audiovisual Elements can Enhance the
Learning Process
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible learning in terms of time and location
Availability & accessibility
Effective & affordable
Repeatable & scalable
Improved learning outcomes

There are several benefits to digital learning. It provides
students flexibility in terms of time and location and
makes education available and accessible to everyone
quickly and affordably, provided that students have suitable devices and a stable internet connection. The digital
element also provides flexibility because it enables education to be customized and catered to an individual’s
specific learning needs. Moreover, digital learning can
improve learning outcomes with the help of interactive
elements and thereby increase the learner’s engagement
in the subject at hand. Furthermore, it can increase the
motivation to learn by making learning content relevant
and fun, allowing the student to learn complex teachings
in a motivating and interactive way.3

3

Audiovisual materials play an essential role in this aspect
as they aid the learning process by providing both visuals
and audio, allowing students to learn using both senses.
The availability of video content and various forms
for digital learning enhances the learning experience
by making it more interactive and impactful. Various
audiovisual elements can be used to make learning
content more appealing in addition to audio and videos.
Examples are pictures, graphics, animations, screencasts, and augmented—and virtual reality applications.
These audiovisual materials help bring concepts to life,
whether through demonstrating a new skill in a scenario,
engaging with a 3D object, or hearing company-related
information from a colleague.

2.3 International Market Trends in Digital
Learning Production
2.3.1 Market size and demand
Market size: 374.3 Billion USD by 2026
Demand: Rising demand for digital learning products.
Specific demand for content providers such as audiovisual specialists.

UNESCO Office Bangkok and Regional Bureau for Education in Asia and the Pacific, The UNESCO ICT in Education Programme, 2007, p.6-7.
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Factors driving demand: COVID-19, technological advancements in telecommunications, need for skill upgrade
The digital learning market is growing and is estimated
to exceed 240 billion USD between 2016 and 2023.4 By
2026, a report by Global Market Insights estimates the
digital learning industry to be worth 374.3 billion USD.5
There is a rise in demand for digital learning products,
and the drivers of the demand stem from various factors.
A significant factor currently driving the demand for
digital learning products is the COVID-19 pandemic.
According to the World Economic Forum, approximately 1.2 billion children are not attending classes with
schools shut down due to the COVID-19 pandemic.6
Electronic Learning Management Systems such as
Google Classroom has created conditions that enable
students to connect from a distance and learn efficiently.
As a result, efforts on a national level in various countries
have been made to leverage the use of technology to support distance learning during the pandemic. However,
the demand for digital learning products stretches far
beyond the pandemic.
The digital revolution and technological advancements
in telecommunications with available internet infrastructure have enabled internet access and connectivity
to a larger segment of the population. This, in turn,
has resulted in the occurrence of affordable electronic
devices and has led to the high penetration of smartphones and tablets, thereby increasing the demand
for digital learning products. Moreover, technological
advancements and innovations have resulted in a
continuous need for skilling and upskilling workers to
stay relevant in the dynamic job market. As a result, the
demand for professional courses and online certificates
has increased as many working professionals use them
to improve their skills. However, a driving factor behind
the demand is the need for digital elements within the
education sector as it strengthens the education systems
by complementing, or in some cases, substituting, traditional modes of learning. The value of digital learning has
been acknowledged for its ability to customize and tailor
the learning based on an individual student’s specific
needs, which in turn increases the learnability.7
Another indicator of the increased demand for digital
learning is the emergence of new educational technology
(EdTech) solutions that enable the digital learning process

4/5

by allowing companies to create their digital learning
courses. One example is uQualio, a video e-learning platform that makes it easy to turn new and existing videos
into e-learning in an innovative way. The platform allows
clients to use videos to create and make training courses
available. It adds measurable impact such as saving time
and cost, an effective tool to motivate through bite-sized
videos and gamification, and an easy-to-use platform
that allows one to interact with the target group while
being an affordable and simple training solution.
The end-users of digital learning content consist mainly
of students and working professionals. However, due
to the recent pandemic and the continued prevalence
of EdTech innovations, a trend has emerged in casual
learning. Casual learning, as it sounds, refers to learning
in a relaxed manner and can be used to learn drawing,
language, music, storytelling, and more. This type of
learning is also anticipated to become a vital contributor
to the growth of the digital learning market as technologies within the sector evolve.
E-learning is also gaining prevalence on the African
continent. The education system in Africa struggles
with funding and qualified staff. Moreover, with academic institutions being situated in urban areas, there
have been issues with reaching a larger pool of students
who live in remote areas. This creates an increased
demand for e-learning in the African market. According
to IMARC Group’s report Africa E-Learning Market:
Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth Opportunity and
Forecast 2021-2026, the African e-learning market was
valued at 2.20 billion USD in 2020 and is expected to
reach 4.2 billion USD by 2026.8

2.3.2 Trends in digital learning
The digital learning products taking over the e-learning
market over the past years have been digital learning
platforms. MOOCs, in particular, have been trending for
a while and are still relevant today, especially considering the COVID-19 pandemic. One that most people are
probably familiar with is Coursera. Coursera is the largest
global online learning platform that provides access to
online courses and degrees from renowned universities and businesses to anyone anywhere in the world.
However, other learning platforms have managed to
make a name for themselves on the market, such as EdX,

Preeti Wadhwani & Saloni Gankar, Elearning market trends 2020-2026, May 2020.
Cathy Li, Farah Lalani, The COVID-19 pandemic has changed education forever. This is how. World Economic Forum, 29 April 2020, available at:
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/coronavirus-education-global-covid19-online-digital-learning/
7
Docebo, Elearning Market Trends and Forecast 2017-2021 p.4-5. Mordor Intelligence, Global E-learning Market 2020-2025.
8
IMARC Group, Africa E-Learning Market: Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2021-2026.
6
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Udemy, Skillshare, and Futurelearn. These platforms
combined to provide the opportunity to sharpen up
one’s professional skills or learn for educational purposes
by watching videos, reading articles, or listening to audio.
Digital learning platforms are also trending on the African
continent. Various new EdTech companies offering
digital learning platforms have emerged providing solutions to enable educational content exchanges between
institutions and students.9 One example is Snapplify, a
pan-African EdTech company, which provides a digital
learning platform offering e-textbooks and learning
materials. Moreover, digital learning platforms targeting professional skills development have also gained
momentum. One example is Atingi, developed within
the Global Project “Africa Cloud,” providing the opportunity to acquire the skills and competencies necessary to
enter the local job markets.
Mobile learning has experienced substantial growth in
recent years. Learning with the help of phone apps has
become popular due to the convenience they provide
students to learn, study and share information at any
time, anywhere. On the go-learners have increased in
number and adjustments of digital learning products
have occurred accordingly. Consequently, several digital
learning platforms, such as Coursera and Udemy, have
extended their format from web-based desktop learning
to also including access through mobile devices by creating phone applications. Moreover, academic institutions
and businesses with an educational focus around the
world are investing in app development for the sake of
e-learning to improve the online learning experience.10
In Africa, mobile learning has also established a solid
presence with learning opportunities communicated
via SMS text messaging and various mobile applications.
One example is Eneza Education, an EdTech company
that provides access to curriculum-aligned content
in various subjects for primary and secondary school
learners via SMS and web. Moreover, mobile applications
using gamification have also emerged on the continent
as an effective method for digital learning outcomes.
BeBlocky from Ethiopia, for example, uses gamification
to provide kids the opportunity to learn how to code in a
fun and interactive way.

2.3.3 Trends in digital learning formats
Video is a popular digital learning format to convey
educational content. In the UK, 57% of internet users
stated that they use YouTube for the consumption of
how-to-tutorial videos—indicating a clear trend for this
digital learning format.11 Along with the increased use of
mobile internet usage, there seems to be a trend in social
media and user-generated video on mobile.12
To gain a broader understanding of trends in digital
learning formats, production companies have been
studied to identify what is most commonly being produced in the digital learning production landscape. Most
production companies, particularly focusing on digital
learning production, reside in the western hemisphere,
predominantly in the US and the UK. African production
companies specialized in digital learning production
have not been identified. However, there are examples
of e-learning companies with in-house content production, such as Hebble Studios from South Africa. After
thorough desk research, ten representative production
companies producing educational content were selected
to identify trends in the production of digital learning
products and their formats. They were selected based on
the following criteria: focus on educational content production explicitly mentioned on the company website;
a detailed description of what formats they produce; list
clients and their respective sectors.
The selected production companies are Chocolate
Films, Next Thought Studios, Digifish, TopLine Film,
Kartoffel Films, Magneto Films, Bold Content, ShyGuy
Studios, and Ephipheo (s. Appendix V: Company Profiles
of Companies Producing Educational Content). The trends
were identified based on the information provided on
the respective companies’ websites.
Animations are trending when it comes to the formats
of digital learning products. All production companies
targeted for this study have indicated that they produce
2D & 3D animations. The use of short animated online
videos to inform about a subject or product with an
educational storyline has also become a significant trend
as 8 out of 10 have listed the production of animated
explainer videos as part of their service offerings.
Another often recurring format is corporate training videos. Although not as prevalent as the use of animations,

9

For more examples of EdTech companies providing digital learning solutions see:
https://mastercardfdn.org/edtech-fellows-at-centre-for-innovative-teaching-and-learning-in-ict/
10
Mordor Intelligence, Global E-learning Market 2020-2025.
11
Ofcom, Online Nation Report, 2019, p.9.
12
Ofcom, Online Nation Report, 2019, p.4.
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6 out of 10 production companies listed the production
of training videos on their website. Training videos in the
corporate sector have been used by businesses to both
train their staff and market their business. The video
element in corporate training enriches both the learning
and teaching experience compared to the in-person
instructor-led training. Similarly, videos have been produced for the academic sector to provide instructor-led
classes online.
Another interesting finding is that only 3 out of 10
specified documentaries in their listed offering. This,
of course, does not necessarily entail that they do not
produce documentaries or are incapable of doing so but
that it is not a format that has been highlighted by many
of the studied production companies.

2.3.4 Clients of digital learning products
The impact of technology continues to grow on the
education sector, and every year more digital learning
products emerge in the market. The application of this
content is broad, having an extensive client pool like
users from the academic, corporate, NGO, or government sectors.
Corporations
Corporations have, throughout the years, become firm
believers in digital learning products to train their
employees and increase productivity. The increasing
consumption of digital learning products has resulted
from the high demand for effective training options for
their employees. Furthermore, the focus of the corporate
sector has been on obtaining digital learning and teaching
tools to enable continuous learning and development of
the workforce within their respective organizations. The
corporate clients range from small and medium-sized
businesses to large enterprises.
The constantly changing business needs alongside
the technological advancements have resulted in the
implementation of e-learning solutions instead of using
traditional teaching methods. Hiring a new trainer every
time an innovation emerges or a new employer is hired
or promoted has become an economic burden. This
has resulted in many businesses adopting an advanced
knowledge base through digital learning solutions.
Along with the advances in technology and the emergence of various digital learning solutions, a client
segment of particular interest for digital learning products is e-learning and EdTech companies. As the user

The impact of technology
continues to grow on the
education sector, and every year
more digital learning products
emerge in the market.

experience plays a vital role in the success of companies
within this sector, a visually engaging interface with the
help of various media formats is essential to improve the
learning experience and keep users engaged. Although
many of them have in-house production of digital
learning content, depending on the kind of project they
are working on, they outsource part of their productions.
Other e-learning companies focus solely on the technology aspect and fully outsource content productions such
as animations and videos. Identified clients within the
e-learning segment for audiovisual companies producing e-learning content are e-learning design companies,
learning management system (LMS) providers, freelancing or independent learning designers, training professionals, training or learning consultants, and training
video producers.

NGOs & Foundations
Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), foundations,
and development agencies have been avid clients of
digital learning products. A most recent example is the
World Health Organization (WHO) offering digital training regarding prevention, control, and hygiene measures
related to the COVID-19 virus to health care workers.

Academic institutions
Digital learning has become a vital part of the educational
institution as it enables teaching and learning in various
aspects. This includes schools from kindergarten to
higher education and vocational training schools. Many
academic institutions have successfully implemented
digital learning products such as online courses, virtual
classrooms, and various digital learning platforms into
their curriculums to educate their students. As a result,
academic institutions and organizations constitute a
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large portion of the clientele for digital learning products. The digital learning phenomenon is also prominent
amongst privately-owned education institutions such as
training centers and facilities.

individual’s needs, strengths, and interests.13 In Rwanda,
the Rwandan Education Board has launched an e-learning platform and an e-learning YouTube channel.14

African academic institutions have also realized the
value of technology within education and adopted
digital learning through digital learning platforms. One
example is the Kenyatta University’s Digital School of
Virtual & Open Learning in Kenya, which provides learning opportunities for students who are unable to study
full time on campus.

2.3.5 Acquisition practices and platforms for project
acquisition

Governments
Governments globally have implemented technology
and revolutionized their way of working throughout
the years with the help of digitalization. The current
pandemic has demonstrated the government’s need
for digital learning. Governments have been making
nationwide outreach programs to educate the masses
about the coronavirus crisis using video conferences
and other online techniques for outreach. In Canada,
the Canadian Ministry of Education has used digital
learning to provide students an education tailored to the

13
14

The digital learning production landscape is rapidly
gaining momentum in the media production business
sector. More and more production companies specializing in digital learning content production are emerging.
However, it is hard to distinguish a clear strategy for
client acquisition specifically related to digital learning
production. Common practices identified through
market research of media production companies at large
are referrals, networking, portfolios, and platforms for
project acquisition.
Referrals are a common practice of client acquisition
in the media production landscape. Many production
companies get their clients through recommendations
from prior or existing clients. Moreover, networking
is instrumental in getting one’s name out there in a

Preeti Wadhwani & Saloni Gankar, Elearning market trends 2020-2026, May 2020.
Iliza Ange, Karuhanga James, How Rwandan students are adapting to e-learning, The New Times, 01 April 2020, available at:
https://www.newtimes.co.rw/news/how-rwandan-students-are-adapting-e-learning
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word-of-mouth-driven industry. Media professionals use
live networking events and professional social networks
such as LinkedIn to advertise and market their company.
The portfolio plays an essential part in the acquisition
practice as it allows one to showcase their prior work
and give the client an insight into what the company is
capable of doing. Many production companies have an
extensive portfolio on their website, showcasing samples
of their work for previous clients. Thus, establishing a
professional website is a market standard. Moreover,
many production companies have elaborated social
media pages.
Platforms for project acquisition serve as a marketplace
where clients seeking production companies and
production companies seeking work can meet. There
are several platforms where digital creatives can connect with a client (s. Appendix II: Platforms for Project
Acquisition). Although none of them are specifically
tailored for digital learning production projects, they can
include digital learning production to some extent. Most
platforms are free for registration but vary in the amount
of access available to the networks they provide. Some
offer plus and pro packages for a monthly or annual subscription that provides unlimited access to the networks

and additional tools and tricks on, for instance, how to
improve one’s business and write quality briefings. The
registration process is simplified where freelancing professionals and companies can register a profile, showcase
their portfolio and look for client briefings. Financial
transactions such as invoices to the clients and payments
to the production company or freelancer are usually
handed through the platforms. Some platforms take
a commissioning fee, while others charge the client an
additional 20% on the invoice.

16

3. Market Potential for the Media
Business Production Sector
in Rwanda
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IN RWANDA, THERE IS
AN INCREASING INTEREST
IN DIGITAL LEARNING
PRODUCTS AND A CLEAR
PROMOTION OF DIGITAL
LEARNING FROM
THE GOVERNMENT.

3.1 Status of Digital Learning in Rwanda
With an increased global demand for digital learning
products due to the current pandemic and the continuously evolving digital market, there is a steady growth
of the digital learning market. In Rwanda, there is an
increasing interest in digital learning products and a clear
promotion of digital learning from the government side.
The Rwanda Education Board (REB), under the Ministry
of Education, has made efforts to aid students with
the use of digital learning. REB provides an e-learning
platform https://elearning.reb.rw/ that enables students
and teachers to learn from a distance. The platform has
a flexible purpose as it is used for various reasons such
as online assessments, access to digital learning content,
continuous professional development for professionals
within the education sector, a communication tool for
parents and guardians, and a gateway to career guidance.
More importantly, the platform allows the teacher to
create a class and lessons with formative assessments
that students can partake in and receive feedback automatically. Moreover, the platform has enabled teachers to
detect various learning needs and address them accordingly. In response to the recent pandemic, REB has also
started broadcasting radio programs with an educational
focus and launched a YouTube channel with educational
content to aid students in their online learning process.
Within the science subjects, digital learning has become a
crucial topic due to the low access to science laboratories
and the need for experimentation to practice scientific
skills. REB has looked at various alternatives to provide a
solution to this problem - one of them being virtual labs.

18

In 2019, REB, in partnership with the Digital Solutions for
Sustainable Development (DSSD), launched a virtual lab
design competition for Rwandan innovators to provide
solutions that enable access to virtual labs affordably to
schools in Rwanda.15
In 2020, the world’s largest e-learning platform, Coursera,
entered into a partnership with Rwanda Telecentre
Network (RTN) and Rwanda Development Board (RDB)
Chief Skills Office. The Coursera Workforce Recovery
Program aims to provide fully-funded online courses
where students can gain new skills, upskill, or re-skill to
enter the job market or start a business of their own.16
The partnership has so far resulted in the enrollment of
26,423 students, whereby 10,474 have completed courses
and 1,284 have completed more than two courses.
Combined, the partnership has as of 27 January, 2021
resulted in the completion of 132,663 total learning hours
- a strong indication of the interest amongst Rwandans
to learn through digital means.17 According to the report
E-learning market trends and forecasts 2017-2021, the
growth rate of self-paced e-learning in Rwanda was over
25%, which puts Rwanda in third place in comparison to
the rest of the world and a promising market for digital
learning products.18
Several young entrepreneurs in the country have
detected the need for digital learning solutions and their
effectiveness to achieve desired learning outcomes. The
EdTech scene is growing, and programs to better equip
these entrepreneurs with the right tools for their business
to succeed are increasing in number. Most recently, there
was a three-month accelerator program named LOOP
specifically targeting EdTech start-ups. As e-learning
companies increase, so will the need for visually engaging content. Altogether, this provides immense market
opportunities for media professionals in the Rwandan
market. A platform that aims to bring the Rwandan
innovation community together is Innovate Rwanda.
The platform showcases the Rwandan ecosystem of
tech and tech-enabling companies, SMEs, start-ups, and
enablers, allowing them to connect, collaborate, partner,
and innovate for growth.
The trends that have been identified in digital learning
productions on a global level are the increased demand
for videos. This prominent format has been used to
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The Rwandan audiovisual sector
is relatively new and growing,
with many young and emerging
players within the field.

convey digital learning content throughout the years and
remains strong even today. The demand demonstrates a
clear interest in educational videos, tutorial videos, and
corporate training videos. To learn more about corporate
training videos, look here and here.
Of particular interest is the high demand for animations
and animated explainer videos. To learn more about
animated explainer videos, how to create them, and why
they are useful, watch this.

3.2 Status Quo of the Rwandan Media Production
Center
The Rwandan audiovisual sector is relatively new and
growing, with many young and emerging players within
the field. The Rwandan government has seen the market’s
potential and made efforts alongside key industry stakeholders to expand the industry and provide professionals
with the proper tools to thrive. One of them being the
establishment of the Rwanda Film Office, as a part of the
Rwanda Development Board, to specifically promote the
industrial success of the nation’s audiovisual industry in
becoming an international hub for audiovisual production. In 2018, the annual Kigali Audiovisual Forum was
initiated to further support the sector’s growth by bringing together industry professionals such as content creators, film bodies, distributors, policymakers, regulators,
and investors. In 2019, RDB, in partnership with the Korea
International Cooperation Agency (KOICA), introduced
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the ICT Innovation Center, an initiative to advance the
development of the ICT and audiovisual sectors. The
Center focuses on capacity building by providing training and equipment of high quality for start-ups and job
seekers looking to advance their skills in multimedia and
mobile application production.19 Furthermore, Rwanda’s
growth as a tourism destination and the building of the
Convention Center has spurred a rapidly growing need
for conference coverage and storytelling around events
and key moments. For the audiovisual sector, this has
generated opportunities to gain income and collaborate
on projects.
Several schools focusing on the audiovisual industry
have emerged, providing vocational training in various
aspects of audiovisual production ranging from video
production, filmmaking and television production,
photography and graphic design, audio production, 2D
and 3D animations, 3D modeling, and motion capture.20
The media production landscape in Rwanda consists of
both freelancers and companies, and many company
owners tend to do freelance work on the side. One
interviewee described the situation as following “Most
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media professionals do freelance and company due to
the challenging commercial environment in Rwanda.”
The current product and service offering within the
sector predominantly focuses on video and photography
production. The formats range from live streaming, documentary production, filmmaking, commercials, promotional videos to animations. Due to the country’s focus
on facilitating a hub for conventions and conferences,
many media professionals work particularly on events as
it provides their main source of income. Consequently,
many cover private events such as weddings.

Experience of digital learning production amongst
media professionals in Rwanda
Most media professionals in Rwanda have limited experience of digital learning production as the focus of their
productions mainly relies on producing corporate and
commercial materials. However, many survey respondents replied not yet when asked if they were producing
any digital learning content. This indicates an interest
even amongst those who have not had the opportunity
to tap into the market.

RDB, KOICA inaugurate ICT Innovation Center, 20 June 2019, available at: https://rdb.rw/rdb-koica-inaugurate-ict-innovation-center/
E.g., African Digital Media Academy, Kigali Film & Television School, Nyundo School of Music.
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There is a promising number of media professionals who
have had the experience of producing digital learning
materials. The main listed experiences of producing
digital learning content have been making informative
videos of certain diseases such as the COVID-19 virus.
Moreover, documentary filming is also very common
amongst media professionals in Rwanda. However, other
experiences range from producing explainer videos for
government authorities such as IREMBO and producing
videos for university YouTube channels like Rwanda
Polytechnic, while a few have had the opportunity to
work with NGOs and schools to create animations for
school children.

potential clients to see if they would be interested in
their services. Others have mentioned finding clients
by applying for tenders commonly used by government
agencies or by receiving newsletters from various venues or online advertisements.

3.2.1 Clients in the Rwandan Market

Other methods for clients to find media professionals
in Rwanda have been through personal networks and
platforms for project acquisition, such as government
tender ads. Another aspect of relevance is the presence of
agencies in the market. Usually, international clients tend
to go through agencies to contract a local production
company as they are more familiar with the companies
on the market.

The findings from the survey and the interviews
demonstrate that the clients of the audiovisual sector
mainly belong to the private sector. Public institutions
and NGOs are also clients within this sector but constitute a smaller part of the client base. Moreover, the
findings from the survey and the interviews show that
the clients within the audiovisual sector are mainly
local. Although some media professionals may not be
operating in other markets, they have managed to tap
into the international market by gaining both regional
(Africa) and global clients.
“We have received clients from Europe and
North America but mainly Rwanda.”

3.2.2 Clients acquisition practices in Rwanda

How Clients Find Media Professionals
The findings predominantly showed that clients find
the media professionals through their online presence,
mainly social media. Moreover, word of mouth is also
widely used by clients to find a media production company or freelancer.

3.3 Identified Challenges in the Rwandan Market
Several factors contributing to the level of content
production in the Rwandan market have been identified.
The main challenges can be divided into two categories,
external and internal. The external challenges relate to
the practices on the market overall, access to equipment,
access to finance, and protection of intellectual property
rights. While the internal challenges are regarded as skills
related to audiovisual production and business.

How Media Professionals Find Clients
The most common practice for client acquisition amongst
media professionals in Rwanda is word of mouth. Once
they have worked with a client, they usually refer them to
clients who might be interested in the same services.
The second most common practice for client acquisition
is social media. Due to the rise in social networks in the
past decade, more and more people use social platforms
to promote their business. Consequently, social media is
a central tool for finding clients. Although a seemingly
uncommon practice, some have mentioned the use of
advertisements on their company’s social media platform.
Networking at events or through one’s existing personal network has also been mentioned as a practice
for acquiring clients. Direct sales have appeared in the
findings as a few professionals actively reach out to

3.3.1 External challenges
Market
The Rwandan market is a challenging environment for
many media professionals. The market is small with a
low purchasing power which impacts businesses’ opportunities to expand as their client base is not large enough.
Finding clients has been identified as a particular struggle in the local market due to its size. Furthermore, media
professionals who apply a more active approach to finding clients have found it challenging. There is no database
or registry where professionals can receive up-to-date
information of a potential client’s contact information,
whether it be phone numbers or websites. A simple google
search does not render enough information as many
potential clients do not necessarily have professional
websites or update them frequently. Moreover, there is
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a lack of networking opportunities that bridge the gap
between clients and media professionals. Although the
Kigali Audiovisual Forum is held annually, there is an
evident need for a continuous common meeting space
where clients can find media professionals more easily
and vice versa.
However, even with the proper tools present to facilitate
a smoother client and media professional interaction, the
market suffers from a lack of understanding of the need for
audiovisual content and the audiovisual profession. Many
media professionals have described this phenomenon as
the main problem they face within the audiovisual sector
when acquiring clients. Clients tend not to realize the
value of audiovisual content and how it can benefit their
businesses. It was also observed that education institutions
tend to buy licenses of existing international digital learning platforms rather than invest in tailor-made Rwandan
productions. In addition, clients are not yet familiar with
the full potential of digital learning products and often
misinterpret it as recording a teacher or a trainer during a
lesson which explains the lacking need for a professional
production company.
As for clients who comprehend the need for audiovisual production, a lack of understanding of the overall
audiovisual profession and the production process still
exists. Clients set unrealistic expectations considering

the limited time frame they provide and the quality of
products they want delivered by media professionals.
Due to the lack of understanding from the client-side
and the unrealistic expectations that can be set at times,
failure to comply with the time of delivery makes it
harder for media professionals to retain clients. However,
another constraint on the market that influences delivery time is the late payments from the clients. Many
professionals have described instances where clients
have made a partial advance payment but failed to pay
the total amount in the end, which slows down the production process and leaves many projects lagging.
There is no standard pricing strategy amongst media
professionals in the market as it depends on the client
and project at hand. The price seems to be set depending
on the client’s ability to pay. Setting up a working pricing
strategy has been a challenge for many media professionals due to client’s inability to pay for high-quality
production. Hence, not many use a fixed price or a rate
card in their line of work. However, the indicated profit
margin ranges from 20-50%.
Furthermore, price is a crucial factor affecting media
professionals’ ability to prosper and produce higher
quality productions. As clients expect more from production than they are willing to pay for, many of them
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tend to choose the most affordable option. Ultimately,
this correlates to how audiovisual content is valued and
perceived on the domestic market.
A competitive price can be the gateway to enter the
market for early-stage or smaller companies and newly
started freelancers. Due to the common practice of word
of mouth and the small market size in Rwanda, more
prominent or experienced companies have established
a presence on the market and managed to create a
name for themselves. As a result, they rarely experience
challenges in finding clients. This poses an issue for
smaller companies as they have to make a name for
themselves in a landscape driven by word of mouth with
experienced companies present. Moreover, clients who
go via agencies usually choose companies that have an
established presence on the market.
There is also an evident trust element challenging the
possibilities of smaller companies to make a presence on
the market. Clients are hesitant in giving away their productions to a younger Rwandan company comprising a
young team. Moreover, there seems to be a misconception that international media professionals are better
equipped to conduct the work than local companies,
influencing clients’ decisions. As a result, local media
companies and local talents feel underestimated and
outcompeted by foreign competition operating locally.
“People tend to overlook your capabilities
because they don’t trust a young Rwandan
company. In other countries, media professionals are older, such as in South Africa.”

“Hard to get people from an international
base to take you seriously.”

Thus, there is an identified need to promote local talents
both locally and internationally through networking
opportunities. The lack of common meeting space for
clients and creatives is an identified challenge that both
survey respondents and interviewees have brought
up. Moreover, a challenging factor is the lack of unity
amongst the media professionals. Everyone tries to do
everything by themselves, and, ultimately, they have a
hard time doing it.

Access to equipment
Having the right equipment plays a vital role in the
success of a media company. Not only will it provide the
right tools to create high-quality content, but it will also
give an advantage to the market.

There are several challenges related to equipment that
multiple survey respondents and interviewees have
brought up. The equipment mentioned was mostly
cameras and camera gear; however, computers with the
proper software for animations and rendering have also
been brought up. There is generally a lack of access to
equipment in the country, especially regarding the latest
equipment. The opportunities to rent or buy equipment
locally are minimal in terms of supply. Furthermore,
equipment is costly to buy anywhere in the world. To get
the latest equipment, it has to be imported, which makes
it costly for local companies to acquire. Once acquired,
it is hard to maintain due to the absence of repair shops
and skilled repairers familiar with the latest technology.
Also, there is no effective way to ensure one’s equipment
locally, which puts media professionals at significant
financial risk if the equipment is damaged, stolen, or lost.

Access to finance
Access to finance is crucial for the prosperity of businesses
operating within the media production landscape, and it
affects a company’s ability to evolve and create better
productions. As a result of the previously mentioned
small market size and low purchasing power, many media
professionals on the Rwandan market struggle to make
ends meet. Although some make enough money for the
company to sustain itself, few turn a profit. Those who
can use personal funds keep their business afloat, while
others turn to alternative businesses for revenue streams.
Due to the financial status of many companies operating
in the audiovisual sector, access to finance is necessary to
create content and productions on an international level.
Equipment is a factor that plays a vital role in the success of a media production company. However, many
lack the financial possibilities to acquire them. Many
professionals find it hard to get loans approved for their
businesses to get started or to acquire equipment that
will add value. The loans that exist have been described as
unstructured and problematic, with unfavorable interest
rates. Moreover, many have experienced difficulties in
receiving investments. There is an unawareness of how
investments can be acquired and a lack of experience of
the methods used for getting funding, such as proposal
writing or pitching.

Protection Of Intellectual Property Rights
Although present measures to protect intellectual
property rights through registration at the Rwanda
Development Board exist, many still experience a
challenge in protecting their work from getting copied
by others. Instances where other professionals copy
each other by reproducing each other’s content without
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permission occur on the Rwandan market frequently and
have been highlighted as an issue by several professionals
within the audiovisual sector, ranging from government
officials to company owners.
This is due to several reasons. Firstly, a lack of understanding of intellectual property rights and what they
entail seems to exist, resulting in many companies failing
to register their work properly. Moreover, companies do
not know to what extent they can be inspired by someone
else’s work without it being an infringement on a legally
protected right. Secondly, violations of intellectual property rights seem not to be adequately addressed, neither
by government institutions nor by media professionals
who have been exposed to it. This has fostered a community with an increasing number of professionals taking
the protection of their work more seriously and starting
to learn about registration processes.

Technical Skills
An issue that media companies in their onboarding
process have specifically detected is the lack of technical skills amongst recruits. Many operating within the
audiovisual sector in Rwanda are self-taught; companies
have reiterated instances of new team members having
to learn from scratch with them. Moreover, some companies that have experience hiring formally trained
employees have identified a gap in the schooling system.
They have found that graduates of TVET schools lack
market-relevant technical skills - indicating that the
education system is not up to date.
A consistent issue amongst the self-taught and formally
trained media professionals is the lack of storytelling
skills. Many have difficulty creating content with a narrated plot to convey a message or sell a specific product.
“Hardest time teaching storytelling skills. People
are technically good, film properly but lack
storytelling skills.”

3.3.2 Internal challenges
Several internal challenges have also been identified
amongst the media professionals operating on the
Rwandan market. One common factor for those challenges is skills. There are many skills that media professionals within the media production sector need to
possess to prosper. The following set of skills have been
identified as essential skills:

The need for storytelling skills to create successful digital
learning products is explained here and here.

Skills identified as essentia skills
Soft Skills

Soft skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving, time management, and teamwork are essential to
work on projects and meet client’s expectations.
Solid written and verbal communication skills to spread a message and connect with clients and target
consumers are a must. E.g., pitching, storytelling, presenting proposals, understanding briefings.
Possessing excellent and multiple language skills also gives one an advantage.
For digital learning content production, skills in instructional design such as didactic knowledge, storytelling, knowing how to use media for education, and translating a curriculum into a media production plan are essential.

Technical Skills

Skills in videography, photography, animations, or interactive media production are key skills that
media professionals must possess.
Knowledge of specific software programs such as Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Creative Cloud, or Adobe
InDesign is necessary.

Business Skills

Content management skills are essential and focus on everything involved in the content production
process, from planning the production, sourcing content, identifying trends, creating content into a
media format, editing content, and ultimately marketing it.
Branding is essential and knowing how to market it to a target audience via various channels is necessary. Knowledge of social media marketing, email marketing, search engine optimization, and search
engine marketing is beneficial.
Knowledge about web analytics and how to assess the performance of one’s productions enables the
media professional to produce market-relevant content.
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Business Skills
When media professionals were asked about the necessary
means for them to grow their businesses, an overwhelming
majority indicated the need for entrepreneurial education.
Based on the observations and conclusions drawn from
the findings presented priorly, the need for a solid set of
business skills has been identified as a significant internal
challenge to grow and eventually scale.
The main detected issue was the methods used to secure
a job. The survey responses, interviews, and focus group
discussions have identified various factors affecting a
Rwandan media professional’s ability to secure a job. The
approaches to potential clients and level of experiences
vary. However, some common factors can be highlighted.
Firstly, concept development appears to be an unfamiliar
practice in the market. An overwhelming majority have
indicated that there has not been any need to create
a concept since clients usually come with their own.
Others have stated that developing a concept does not
work on the market since clients are not willing to pay for
it. However, media professionals who actively reach out
to clients through direct sales or marketing have gained
familiarity with concept creation as a selling point.
Secondly, there is frequent use of portfolios for client
acquisition, yet some professionals have indicated a lack
thereof. Some found it challenging to enter the market

as a new professional due to their lack of portfolio and
experience, which poses a significant problem when
convincing potential clients to become one.
Thirdly, although many have a portfolio, the presentation
element in securing a job needs further improvement.
Some use demo reels and mood boards; however, there
is an evident lack of pitching skills and pitching experience. The lack of pitching skills can result from the
market dynamic where many have stated that they do
not need to actively pitch to clients as they usually come
to them. Moreover, others have stated that they do not
have enough experience in pitching and therefore lack
the skills. Whereas some have indicated extensive experience in pitching but with unsuccessful outcomes due
to the lack of understanding on the market of the need
for audiovisual content production amongst companies
in the market.
Lastly, only a minority mentioned the practice of proposal
writing, whether it be technical, financial, or creative.
“For us it is simple, we present ourselves
through portfolios…. But we face an issue
of lack of pitching skills.”
Another detected challenge related to client acquisition
was self-branding and marketing, although many have
identified social media as the main practice for client
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Analysis of Market Potential for Rwanda

Strengths:
• Rwanda has a strong brand value
globally
• The government is heavily invested
in the development of the
audiovisual sector
• Big NGO market
• Multilingual population
• Strategic geographic location

Opportunities:
• Demand for audiovisual content
providers globally
• Demand for diversied products
and local content production
• Increased use of digital learning
products locally

S

W

Weaknesses:
• Unavailability of equipment and
resources
• Lack of technical and business skills
• Ineffective IP system

O

T

Threats:
• Experienced competition
specialized in digital learning
production in the west

acquisition. A few mentioned during the interviews that
they have social media channels but do not know how to
use them for marketing themselves and showcasing their
portfolios to get clients successfully.
“We are on social media but not that active.”

In addition to social media marketing, many media
companies’ websites have not been up to par compared
to international media production companies with a
targeted online presence with clients and past work
projects highlighted.
Access to finance has prevailed in the prior section as an
external challenge. However, issues related to financial
literacy and management have been identified internally.
Most freelancers and early-stage, as well as small companies, handle their finances on their own. As a result, they
find it challenging to manage their money and sustain
their business. It has been evident that some do not have
a clear price-setting strategy where financial sustainability is considered, as the price is usually based on what the
client can pay. Moreover, many have found it challenging
when negotiating prices with clients as they feel that they
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do not know the proper negotiation techniques. Another
issue raised concerning finance is media professionals’
lack of knowledge on how to monetize their art.
Communication has also been an issue media professionals face. Whether it be in a team setting or client
meetings, clear communication has been a recurring
issue. Concerning clients, client expectations regarding
the time of delivery and quality do not always align with
the audiovisual production. Thus, many have battled
with client retention due to failing to convey a clear
message that both parties understand.

3.4 Analysis of Market Potential for Rwanda
Strengths: There are several strengths when looking at
Rwanda’s market potential. Rwanda is located between
Central, East, and Southern Africa, which puts the
country in a strategic geographic location and makes
it easily accessible to local and regional professionals.21
With a youthful and multilingual population and
an expanding middle class, the Rwandan market is
growing and making steady economic progressions.
Internationally, Rwanda has acclaimed a strong brand

Rwanda Film Office, Why Rwanda, available at: http://filmingrwanda.rw/index.php/why-rwanda/
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value, incentivizing investments from all over the world.
Many advances have been made within the audiovisual
sector from the government side. The establishment
of the Rwanda Film Office and the installment of the
annual Kigali Audiovisual Forum have managed to put
the country and its respective media professionals in a
competitive spot from a regional perspective as professionals are provided to meet with international clients
and showcase their talent. Moreover, the NGO sector is
one of the main clients of audiovisual production and
digital learning production. In Rwanda, the NGO market
is large, providing continuous work opportunities for
local media professionals.
Weaknesses: Despite the positive economic progressions
and targeted efforts on the audiovisual sector, weaknesses
are hindering the growth of local media companies and
their ability to fare on an international stage. Firstly,
there is a lack of available equipment and resources
that are used internationally for content production.
Secondly, there is a skills gap in terms of technicality and
especially in overall business operations such as client
acquisition and portfolio building. Lastly, the intellectual
property rights protection system is rendered ineffective
due to the recurring instances of copied work without
permission prevailing on the market.
Opportunities: There is an increasing demand for
audiovisual content production globally as it elevates the
learning experience and improves learning outcomes. As
most production companies active within this realm are
from western countries, a specific demand for diversified
products from the remaining part of the world has
emerged. Moreover, there is the increased use of digital
learning products locally and specific demand for locally
created content as it is more effective. This, along with
existing policies in Rwanda highlighting the importance
of promoting digital learning, are promising indicators
that Rwandan media professionals could potentially
leverage on.
Threats: Competition on a global level poses a huge
threat to the media professionals on the domestic
market. Not only have foreign production companies
managed to gain footing on the Rwandan market, but
they also possess a considerable track record internationally. They have been active in the audiovisual
business for a longer time and have managed to build
a portfolio and online presence recognizable to clients
from all over the world. Moreover, they have access to
the latest equipment and high-quality education that
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is sector-specific, which enables their ability to thrive.
On a regional level, countries such as Morocco, Nigeria,
Kenya, South Africa, and Egypt have an enormous presence in the film and audiovisual industry as they have
been operating them for a more extended period and
have managed to lay the foundation for a structured
industry with international distribution. However,
other countries within the African region are facing
challenges in further developing the sector.22

3.5 Key Areas for Short-term Improvement
•

Digital learning content production is very new in
the Rwandan market, where only a few companies
have had the opportunity to produce proper digital
learning material. Therefore, there is a clear need to
introduce hands-on information on making a great
digital learning product. Important elements such
as instructional design as well as didactic knowledge
and storytelling, knowing how to use media for
education and how to translate a curriculum into a
media production plan should be highlighted.

•

There is a clear need for further developing pitching
skills. Moreover, the ideation stage, where a concept
is developed, plays a vital role in convincing the
client that one can conduct the job assignment and
already have a vision in mind. Hence, efforts should
be directed towards introducing and improving
these skills. Training on how to approach a client,
develop a concept, and present oneself in a selling
way, along with 1-1 mentorship exchanges with
international media professionals, would be ideal
for improving these skills.

•

To pitch and present oneself is the best way to
secure a job. However, media professionals have
experienced issues with marketing and branding
themselves online. International media production
companies have well-composed websites and social
media profiles showcasing their portfolio and what
they can offer compellingly. Therefore, proper
training targeting online marketing and presence is
necessary to compete on an international scale.

•

Clients’ expectations and lack of understanding of
the audiovisual sector and video production process
at large warrant the need for briefings of quality and
clarity from client to production partner. Therefore,
training should be provided on outlining a brief, such

November 2020, available at: https://www.acp-ue-culture.eu/en/blog/unesco-launches-a-study-on-the-film-and-audiovisual-industry-in-africa/
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as the aspirations of the projects, the expectation of
the production company, what the result should
look like to manage expectations, and maintain an
understanding from both parties on what has been
agreed upon before commencing the project. This
knowledge will give the media professionals insight
into approaching a client briefing and asking the
right questions when receiving one to minimize any
potential confusion.
•

As e-learning is a new field to most relevant stakeholders, joint learning activities for both professionals and clients would be ideal to adequately address
the demand and supply while building common
knowledge and trust.

•

As many media professionals have been subject to
instances of their work being copied, it is necessary
to provide them with the proper instructions on
what intellectual property rights entails and how to
protect one’s work through registration at RDB.

•

Access to finance and financial literacy have been
identified as recurring external and internal issues.
There is, therefore, a need to demonstrate available
funding opportunities, how to receive those funds
and how to manage them. It is recommended that
training is conducted on writing proposals, setting

up budgets, and basic accounting work to keep track
of one’s finances. Moreover, it is recommended that
training also encompasses pricing strategies and
how having a proper strategy can improve one’s
financial situation.
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4. Concluding Remarks
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IT WOULD BE IDEAL IF A
MADE IN RWANDA POLICY
FOR DIGITAL LEARNING WERE
TO BE IMPLEMENTED.

The audiovisual sector in Rwanda is small, and so is the
market. Therefore, it is recommended that professionals
within the sector take advantage of each other’s abilities
instead of trying to become an all-encompassing media
professional. Thus, the creation of a community that
nurtures collaboration and specialization is strongly
encouraged. This warrants the utilization of common
meeting space for creatives and media professionals, such
as the ICT Innovation Center, to unite and unify their
efforts. Media professionals should also take advantage
of the available equipment and training that the Center
provides to sharpen existing skills and build a portfolio
to fare on an international stage. Amidst the pandemic,
virtual common meeting space is also worth considering.
The ideal online meeting space for local professionals
to connect and potentially collaborate could be the
Innovate Rwanda platform.
Furthermore, providing opportunities for local professionals to work on foreign production would increase
their chances to compete internationally as they would
acquire the right set of skills that are needed and get to
strengthen their portfolios. One interviewee stated that
the success of their business stems from the opportunity
to work on foreign productions with foreign clients
where they have been forced to acquire business skills
that they did not possess priorly, such as pitching and
budgeting. Moreover, having worked with international clients will improve the chances of receiving
more international clients as the primary practice of
client acquisition within the media production sector is
through referrals. Other areas that would accelerate the
success of local media professionals would be to bring
into effect regulations on intellectual property rights to
deter infringement and allow the media professionals to
prosper and monetize their ideas. In conclusion, it would
be ideal if a Made in Rwanda policy for Digital Learning
were to be implemented.
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6. Appendices
APPENDIX I: Digital Learning Definitions
Definitions of Digital Learning Forms and Formats
Digital learning comes in many forms and can be understood differently depending on whom one asks. To gain a common
understanding of what digital learning means, it is helpful to provide an overview of existing familiar digital learning
forms and formats. Forms of digital learning are how the learning is provided, such as blended or web-based learning.
Whereas the digital format focuses on the media element that delivers the digital learning content.
Forms
Web-based
Learning

Web-based learning is the process whereby learners access learning content from a training provider through a website or a learning platform. The content can be accessed at any time and is usually
conducted through distance. The learning is usually divided into learning modules that consist of text,
videos, self-tests, and other interactive elements.
Example: https://www.lessonly.com/web-based-training-software/

Online Course

An online course is limited in time and focuses on a specific group of participants. The course usually
takes place on a learning management system (LMS) and includes various learning content such as
exercises and assignments. All communication is carried through the LMS platform and the different
tools it provides.
Example: https://uiowa.instructure.com/courses/72643

Blended
Learning

Blended learning, also known as integrated learning, refers to the combination of personal face-toface lessons and online elements supported by the use of computers to create an effective and flexible
learning experience.

Mobile
Learning

Mobile learning occurs through mobile devices such as smartphones or tablets and enables learning
without time and space constraints. The learning content used for this type of learning needs to be
formatted accordingly and needs to consider the number of subjects that will be provided, the length,
and how it will be presented.
Examples: Mobile apps.

Micro-Learning Microlearning provides learning in smaller units in a virtual learning environment, making the learning experiences more manageable by offering step-by-step units no longer than 15 minutes.
Examples: Quizzes, short videos, images, text, audio, gamification.
Virtual
Classrooms

A virtual classroom resembles a webinar and stands for a virtual class, seminar, or conference room
where a lesson or training session occurs in real-time. The learning segment usually consists of a
teacher who presents the content to the learners by using audio or videos. The learners can then work
in groups, similar to a classroom setting, and make presentations in the end.
Example: https://www.vedamo.com/virtual-classroom/

MOOCs

MOOC is an abbreviation for a massive open online course and refers to training that is massive in the
sense that there is a high number of participants, open to the public for free, and occurs online through
a web-based platform.
Example: https://www.coursera.org/
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Game-based
Learning

Game-based learning uses entertainment value to enhance the learner’s motivation to gain knowledge
by providing a playful acquisition of knowledge.
Example: www.duolingo.com

Formats
Documentary

A documentary is a non-fiction movie that intends to document reality primarily for instruction, education, or maintaining a historical record. Documentaries are often used to reveal an unusual, interesting, or unknown angle. Documentaries bring viewers into new worlds and experiences by presenting
factual information about real people, places, and events.
Non-scripted documentaries can be used to interview experts and trusted sources to contribute to
a story subject. Interviews can be edited with supporting b-roll, motion design, or stock footage to
visualize the narration. An interview can create a strong connection with the viewers and support
authenticity. Scripted, a voice-over-based documentary can be used to deliver a precise and controlled
message supported by strong imagery, visualized facts & figures, or animation. Additional interviews
can be used to fill relevant gaps and make the viewing more engaging. This approach only works with
supporting footage.

User Generated
Content

User-Generated Content (UGC) is any content such as text, videos, images, reviews, amongst others,
created by people. The concept of using UGC in education creates a collaborative environment for
learning. Users generate content and reflect on their own as well as other’s contributions. Students
develop critical thinking skills while working through a formal educational social network. Teaching
through a cooperative learning environment encourages student motivation and fosters a positive
educational experience. Students gain perspective and insight into topics through other’s contributions and continuously build a body of knowledge. Incorporating these ideas into a web-based learning
environment broadens the possibilities for learning. Students can participate outside of the traditional
classroom. Information and idea-sharing can be regional, national, and even international, exposing
students to varying cultures both socially and academically.
Example: www.youtube.com

Explainer Video Explainer videos are short online videos that teach a subject, idea, product, or process with an educational storyline. When it comes to explainers, we want to make sure they can be understood completely by the target audience. The explanation itself needs to be as simple as possible. With people’s
attention spans continuing to fall, it is critical that one’s storytelling is not over-complicated and gets
to the point. A professional voice-over is one key feature of an explainer, guiding the audience through
the video and giving more information to what is being shown on screen.
Types of explainer videos:
•
Whiteboard Explainer Video Example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UORzUfKR2c
•
Animated Explainer Video Example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KLf_hapcm4
•
Live-Action Explainer Video Example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lKiQg8TOEo
Video Tutorial

A video tutorial is a self-paced instructional program that provides step-by-step information presenting a
concept or learning unit. Computer-based tutorials use interactive methods such as hyperlinks and audio
and visual presentations of the subject matter. Video tutorials are cost-efficient to produce; however, the
quality of the product always depends on a good script and presenter delivering the message.
Example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vV0mj43AI3E
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Keynote
Presentation

A keynote is a talk that establishes a central underlying theme. In corporate or commercial settings,
greater importance is attached to delivering a keynote speech or keynote address. The keynote establishes the framework for the following program of events or convention agenda, and frequently the
role of the keynote speaker will include that of a convention moderator. It will also flag up a larger
idea, a literary story, an individual musical piece, or an event. In the digital age, keynote presentations
are not only limited to life events or presentations with a physical audience.

Podcast

A podcast is a series of spoken audio files that a user can download to a personal device for easy listening. Streaming applications and podcasting services provide a convenient, integrated way to manage
a personal consumption queue across many podcast sources and playback devices. A podcast series
usually features one or more recurring hosts engaged in discussing a particular topic or current event.
Discussion and content within a podcast can range from carefully scripted to totally improvised. Podcasts combine elaborate and artistic sound production with thematic concerns ranging from scientific
research to slice-of-life journalism. Many podcast series provides an associated website with links and
show notes, guest biographies, transcripts, additional resources, commentary, and even a community
forum dedicated to discussing the show’s content.
Example: Elearning Scenario Design Podcast available on Spotify, Apple Podcasts, and Anchor.

Webinar

A webinar is a seminar or a presentation that takes place on the internet, allowing participants in
different locations to see and hear the presenter and guests, discuss questions and answer polls. It is a
powerful communication tactic that can position someone as an expert in its field when done correctly. It provides the opportunity to connect with a target audience and train new employees. Webinars
can be recorded and shared for future learning and archives.
Example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev41HMNYz5w

Training Video

More and more businesses are turning to quality, educational videos for training their employees and
marketing their business. Accessibility and high-quality videos have improved, and now companies can
connect easily and engage with their dispersed employees and customer target market regardless of
where they are situated. Video is doing more than just giving an extra layer of instruction. It is changing
the process of learning in the workplace and producing a more profound, richer experience for participants and instructors. It provides a win-win for any company looking to improve their training.
Example: https://vimeo.com/188643963

Photography

65% of the human population is visual learners. Images are key to engaging people in the e-learning
process and in accelerating understanding. People comprehend faster when they form a picture in
their heads. Words are abstract and rather difficult for the brain to retain, whereas visuals are concrete
and more easily remembered.
Visualisation of learning context in following categories:
Location\establishing shots
Aerial Lifestyle
Scenes & actions Portraits
Event Journalistic

Virtual Reality
Applications

VR applications provide learners with a realistic learning experience by simulating real-life situations
and objects in a virtual space. In education, VR applications can be used to put students and teachers in
the same room in digital form.
Example: https://immerseme.co/#home
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APPENDIX 2: Platforms for Project Acquisition
Name

About

Website

The Smalls

A global video commissioning platform that connects advertisers,
broadcasters, and publishers with video creators from all over the
world. The Smalls provides an agency-style service with a direct-tosource model to create video content of high quality with creators
from all over the world.

http://thesmalls.com

Fiverr

Fiverr gives businesses who are looking for digital services a platform to
connect with freelancers offering digital services in over 300 categories.

https://www.fiverr.com

Blink

Blink is a network of over 22,000 storytellers from over 180 countries.
The network consists of hand-picked world-leading filmmakers, photographers and journalists.

www.blink.la

Genero

A global creative platform for modern marketers facing impossible
expectations.

https://genero.com

Sortlist

Independent partner with knowledge of marketing and advertising
landscape. Connect professionals to agencies based on their needs.

https://www.sortlist.com

ProductionHub

ProductionHub connects businesses that want to reach their target
audience through film and video content with creative professionals.

www.productionhub.com

Afripedia

Afripedia is a platform aimed to connect Africa creatives to opportunities internationally. The platform also serves as a source of inspiration a collaboration for brands, corporations, or creatives

www.afripedia.com

Upwork

Upwork connects businesses with proven professionals to work
on projects focusing on various fields such as; web and mobile app
development, social media marketing, content writing, and graphic
design, to name a few. Upwork has a large pool of e-learning specialists available to work remotely.

www.upwork.com

Kora

Kora is a job portal connecting job seekers with potential employers.

www.kora.rw

APPENDIX 3: Interview List
Name

Type

Area

Pose Films

Company

Videography

African Digital Media Academy

School

Digital Media Production

Envision Rwanda

Company

Photography, Videography

Pace Productions

Company

Videography

Afriframe Pictures

Company

Photography, Videography

Nathan The Storyteller/Bliss pictures

Freelancer

Photography, Videography

Cornwine Agency

Company

Videography

Gorilla 3D Studios

Freelancer

Animation

Dope Apps

Company

EdTech, Gamification

Smart Class

Company

EdTech

Gravity Studios

Company

Animation

Isibo Group

Company

TV

Digitec Studios

Company

Photography

Kigali Film & Television School

School

Videography
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Ministry of Education

Government

Education

Rwanda Education Board

Government

Education

Rwanda Development Board Chief of
Skills Office

Government

Labor/Skills

Rwanda Film Office

Government

Audiovisual

APPENDIX 4: Survey Respondents
S.N. Respondents
1

T_Maleek Agency

2

Olly Business Group Ltd

3

Ikibondo Studios Ltd

4

Illume Creative Studio

5

Big Team Production

6

Envision Rwanda

7

African Digital Media Academy

8

Nailla

9

Bak Images Ltd

10

Serrah Galos

11

Isibo Group

12

HERVEIR LTD

13

Legit Group

14

Visualists

15

Guez Show

16

FOCUSiCON

17

DigiTec Studios

18

Kagaman

19

Vibe Kigali

APPENDIX 5: Company Profiles of Production Companies Producing Educational Content
Production

About

Digital Learning Production

Clients

Bold Content

Bold Content specializes in creating
educational videos that are highly
compelling, visually engaging, and
expertly tailored to your target market.

Documentary, Animated explainer
videos, Animations (2D & 3D), training videos

Corporate, Academic
Institutions, NGOs &
Foundations

Magneto Films

Magneto Films is a London-based video production company. We work with
businesses, education providers, the
public sector, and charities throughout
the UK.

Explainer videos, training & e-learning videos, animation videos, animated explainer videos, whiteboard
animations, infographics

Government, NGOs
& Foundations, Corporate

Company
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Chocolate Films

Video production company making
educational videos and promotions.

Animations (Animated Explainer
Videos, Motion Graphics),
E-learning & training videos, Promotional videos, information films,
event videos, documentary.

Next Thought
Studios

Leading professional video production
company in the US with a learning
focus.

Corporate, Academic
Animations & 3D motion graphics,
corporate training videos, documen- Institutions
tary, educational videos (instructional videos)

Yumyum Videos

Educational Video Production Company

Animated explainer videos, Animated video series, Educational videos,
Tutorial/how-to-videos

Corporate

Digifish

Film and animated content can be
used for education and training in
many ways

Animations (2D and 3D animations),
explainer videos, motion graphics,
educational videos, corporate training videos

Government, NGO,
Corporate

TopLine Film

Educational Video Production Company

Animated explainer videos, Corporate training videos, educational
videos (e.g., lecture filming)

Academia, Government, Corporate,
NGOs & Foundations

Kartoffel Films

At Kartoffel Films, we offer a range of
educational video production services
that showcase educational establishments and their offerings in all their
glory. From promotional videos to
educational films for students.

Animated videos, training videos,
educational videos (lecture filming)

NGOs & Foundations, Corporate,
Academic Institution

Epipheo

Epipheo is an animated video production company that specializes in
the production of e-learning courses for businesses, nonprofits, and
thought-leaders.

Animated explainer videos, 3D
explainer videos, whiteboard animation, live-action videos, 2D & 3D
animations, motion graphics

Corporate, NGOs &
Foundations

Shy Guys Studios

Animation and motion graphics studio
in the UK that creates 2D & 3D digital
videos to help clients engagingly educate their audience.

Animated explainer videos,
tutorials/how-to videos

Corporate (e-learning companies &
training consultants),
Academic Institutions

EDEOS

A company producing explainer videos, infographics and
e-learning.

Explainer Videos, Tutorials, Infographics, Concept Presentations,
Animations (2D&3D)

Government, NGOs
& Foundations, Corporations

TYPE-C Media

Media production company producing
digital learning content

Documentary,
Bite-sized e-learning content.

Corporate, NGOs

Lobster Ink

E-learning company & content provider

Videos, Online Courses.

Corporate, Government

NGOs, Foundations,
Government, Academic Institutions,
Corporations.
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